reflect the importance of parody therein. She provides close readings of the six stories: *Hamlet, Le Miracle des Roses, Lohengrin, Salomé, Persée et Andromède,* and *Pan et la Syrinx.* Using an intertextual model of literary theory, Michele Hannoosh derives a theory of the genre overall and addresses the issues raised by metafictional theories of parody from the Russian Formalists onward.
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“Contrary to what her title might lead one to expect, Professor Wolf does not intend to psychoanalyze either Mallarmé or his work. She proposes, rather, to ‘read Hérodiade alongside of Freud,’ focusing on certain mechanics of repetition and displacements occurring in the textual fragments of Les Noces d’Hérodiade (Davies, 1959), a relatively neglected manuscript which, according to her, challenges the critical readings based on the three-part Hérodiade of the standard edition. . . . Eros Under Glass draws attention to a much neglected group of Mallarméan texts of great wealth and contributes significantly to their exploration.”

—French Review
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